We discuss analysis tools of spatiotemporal patterns. These tools are based on nearest-neighbor considerations similar to cellular automata. Application of these methods to a spatiotemporal data set means selecting certain scales in space and in time. Focusing on spatial length we show that the dependence of the results on this scale can be used to quantify separately the contribution to the dynamics of measurement noise and of dynamical (internal) noise, respectively. In particular, we test the spatiotemporal filters using sample data generated with a network of coupled Sel'kov oscillators. Possible application of our results to biological systems are briefly discussed.
Introduction
A characteristic feature of spatiotemporal patterns, e.g. in biology is that neighbor interaction determines the time development of the individual elements and, in turn, leads to patterns on a large scale (compared to the size of a single element). Often these patterns emerge abruptly, when a critical value of a (slowly drifting) control parameter is passed (see, e.g. [Kelso, 1995; Bar-Yam, 1997; Solé et al., 1996] ). Such processes of self-organization, when observed in an experiment, require analysis techniques which are capable of interpreting the data in terms of such local (neighbor) interactions.
The development of new analysis techniques can be complemented by studying model systems. This is particularly true for the experimental investigation of nonlinear systems. The idea is to generate sample data using models and then put similar restrictions on these sample data as encountered in an actual experiment. Examples for typical restrictions are (1) only one of the dynamical variables is measured, (2) the sampling rate is reduced, or (3) the values of internal parameters distingushing different time series are unknown. With the help of such sample data one can test, how well the analysis tools are capable of handling reallife data. In many cases one can improve the analysis techniques significantly on the basis of such tests (see [Schreiber, 1999; for some examples).
A major difference between real spatiotemporal data sets and "data" obtained from theoretical model systems is the existence of canonical scales in space and time in the image sequences of the model systems. The spatial and temporal resolution of the experimental data usually is (or should be) much higher than the typical length and time scales present in the system itself and, therefore, nearestneighbor considerations might not be immediately applicable. In practice it is necessary to scale the spatial data points before using such tools [Jähne, 1999; . On the other hand, a lot can be learned about the length scales present in the experimental data, when one, in principle, knows what behavior of the observables is to be expected. Then the scale-dependence of these observables can help extract characteristic scales of different contributions to the dynamics, even if some of them are masked by measurement noise or more than one length scale is present in the system. This is the procedure we discuss in the present paper. Our focus is on noise from different sources, namely internal noise (or dynamical noise), which enters the dynamics explicitly and can be thought of as fast processes within the system, and measurement noise, which is added to the system by the measurement devices independently of the system's internal dynamics.
A separation of these two forms of noise is an important step in the analysis of spatiotemporal data. It is often helpful to obtain approximations for the intensities of these two forms of noise independently, e.g. when one discusses systems driven by noise or depending on noise intensity in a nonmonotonous way. For example, extracting the signature of a spatiotemporal stochastic resonance, as proposed in [Hütt et al., 2002] , is impossible when the small internal noise important for the analysis is masked by a larger external measurement noise.
Throughout the paper we used temporally uncorrelated ("white") noise. This will allow us to focus on spatial scales and neglect any effect arising from the choice of a scale in time.
The structure of the paper is as follows: First we formulate the spatiotemporal analysis tools, which are dynamical filters based upon cellular automata considerations (Sec. 2). Next we briefly describe (Sec. 3) the two theoretical setups, which have been used to test the tools and to generate sample data containing measurement noise and dynamical noise with different intensities. Then we apply our tools to these model systems in order to extract the relative sizes of the different noise contributions (Sec. 4).
The systematics of these results are discussed in Sec. 5.
Spatiotemporal Observables Based Upon Neighborhood Constellations
The idea behind cellular automata (CA) is to simulate, which global dynamics of a system result from a certain local interaction [Wolfram, 1984; Bar-Yam, 1997] . Such an interaction is represented in terms of update rules for a cell as a function of its neighborhood. In this general form CA applications may range from the approximate solution of partial differential equations to the study of particles, molecules or biological cells in a local potential generated by their immediate neighbors (see e.g. [Ermentrout & Edelstein-Keshet, 1993; Markus et al., 1999] ). As cellular automata provide an efficient scheme for discussing processes of self-organization, e.g. in biology, we attempt to implement the key idea, namely the involvement of neighborhood constellations, into spatiotemporal analysis tools. More precisely, we formulate local analysis rules rather than local update rules. In this framework the evaluation of a given neighborhood at time t does not yield the state of this particular cell at t + ∆t, but rather gives some characteristic observable for the state of this cell at time t. The state of the system is thus translated into a meta-state, which shows the spatial distribution of the observable corresponding to the chosen analysis rules. This meta-state can then be evaluated in different ways. The simplest way of arriving at a definite quantitative measure for the data set at the time t is the summation of all cells with respect to the meta-state. Other measures are obtained when the spatial information is retained or additional restrictions are imposed upon the metastate before summation [Hütt & Neff, 2001] . In this section we briefly summarize the general idea of such measures and introduce two explicit observables, namely the CA homogeneity and the CA fluctuation number, both of which have been studied previously in [Hütt & Neff, 2001; Hütt et al., 2002; Hütt et al., 2002] . The general procedure is depicted in Fig. 1 . Let I denote a two-dimensional spatial data set, i.e. a square matrix of size N with components a ij ∈ Σ, where Σ is the set of possible states. The restriction to a square matrix only is imposed for notational convenience. The observables defined here are applicable to any type of matrices. A time sequence of such matrices or "images" is a set
where now t denotes some normalized (dimensionless) time and N T is the number of images in the sequence. The (von Neumann) neighborhood N ij of an element a ij consists of the states of the elements' four nearest neighbors (i.e. here for convenience in notation we exclude the central element a ij from the neighborhood).
The first observable we discuss is the CA homogeneity. The corresponding analysis rule is given by the mapping
where |N ij | denotes the number of nearest neighbors of the cell a ij , b is the state of a neighboring element and the function Θ has to be specified in accordance with the state space Σ as
where |Σ| is the maximum distance in the state space Σ between two states of cells. In the case of a state space without a distance (e.g. the Ising model, see [Hütt & Neff, 2001] for details of this analysis) Θ reduces to a δ-function, giving 1, if a and b are identical and 0 otherwise. We found that the specific form of Θ is not decisive as long as Θ is confined to the interval [0, 1] and increases monotonously. Application of Eq. (2) leads to the meta-state of the image I. Normalized summation over all elements in the meta-state then gives the CA homogeneity H:
Here and below all normalization coefficients are written immediately before the corresponding summation. Note that the neighborhood N ij of cells at the boundaries has to be modified according to the boundary conditions. In a system, where the average value over all cells changes significantly with time, an appropriate measure of spatial order is the difference between the actual homogeneity H[I] and the average homogeneity obtained by reshuffling all cells and, thus, destroying spatial order. This difference, the reduced homogeneity h[I], has been studied in [Hütt et al., 2002] . It can be shown that for the choice of Θ as in Eq. (3) this difference h[I] is proportional to the covariance of matrix I. Noise and fluctuations can be thought of as the contribution of processes with small time constants in the observed dynamics [van Kampen, 1992] . With this prerequisite in mind, we assume that the fluctuations under consideration enter the model systems temporally as δ-correlated noises.
In this case one can formulate a spatiotemporal filter, which approximates the contribution of noise to an observed dynamics by studying the relative movement of neighbors of a particular cell a (t) ij at a time t, i.e. by looking at changes of the quantities δ
which serve as a means of separating directed and undirected (possibly stochastic) changes of the state of a cell. If the discretization of the spatiotemporal data set in space (due to the finite cell size) and time (due to the finite number of images) is small enough, directed and stochastic changes will have very different scales, both in time and in space. For means of separation, one has to assume that the scales for the stochastic part will be smaller than the scales present in the discretization of the data set and the time scales of deterministic dynamics themselves. This leads to a (sufficient) condition for a manifestation of noise in a specific change at a (t) ij (see Fig. 2 for an illustration of this procedure):
where the last two inequalities are subsidiary conditions introduced for convenience and the sign function Sig [x] gives 1,−1 or 0, if x is larger than, less than or equal to zero, respectively. Each transition δ
fulfilling the condition (6) gives a contribution
Averaging with respect to k, i and j leads to the final expression for the CA fluctuation number Ω(t):
where the term in the second and third rows is either 0 or 1 filtering the dynamics according to the fluctuation condition, Eq. (6). In a previous investigation [Hütt et al., 2002] we have shown that the quantity Ω in combination with the reduced homogeneity h or with the spatial (nearest-neighbor) correlation coefficient of the image I is capable of distingushing between spatiotemporal stochastic resonance and a nonresonant behavior with respect to noise in a variety of nonlinear model systems. Here we will look more closely at the dependence of the CA homogeneity H and the CA fluctuation number Ω on the spatial scale for systems under the influence of different forms of noise.
Theoretical Models Used to Generate Sample Data
As the distinction between measurement noise and dynamical (or internal) noise is crucial for our investigation, we briefly define these terms for a simple finite-difference equation without any spatial degree of freedom. In this case the dynamics of the system without noise are given by x t+1 = f (x t ). With additive internal noise this form is modified and becomes
where by η t we understand a random number following a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and variance D d . If now measurement noise is included in the description an additional step has to be taken into account:
where y t is the quantity actually measured, x t is the dynamical variable of the system, andη t is the noise term, which again we represent by a Gaussian distribution of zero mean, but now with a variance D m . One can easily compare Eqs. (9) and (10) by looking at two consecutive time steps. For Eq. (9) one has
while Eq. (10) (at η t ≡ 0 for convenience) leads to i.e. no contribution ofη t+1 orη t , while for Eq. (9) the corresponding terms η t+1 and η t influence the time development of x t explicitly.
Consequently, two crucial differences between measurement noise and dynamical noise arise, which can in principle be exploited to separate their relative contributions to an observed spatiotemporal dynamics: (1) As seen above, dynamical noise is part of the actual time development of the system. Thus, perturbations induced by dynamical noise persist over a longer time than those arising from measurement noise. (2) Dynamical noise operates on the (spatial) scale of the system's dynamical units, while measurement noise enters on the scale of observation (i.e. the spatial resolution determined by the measurement devices). In Sec. 4 we will mostly pursue the second difference and only briefly comment on time scales. In the remainder of this section we will introduce two model systems, which help studying the systematics behind these filters, namely the Ising system and a network of Sel'kov oscillators.
The Ising model (see e.g. [Baxter, 1982; Binney et al., 1993] ) is a dynamical mechanism operating on a square lattice, where a value s ij ∈ {−1, 1} is assigned to each lattice point (ij). Historically, the Ising model has been formulated as a model for ferromagnetism [Ising, 1925] . In this context the sum over all lattice sites (taking into account the corresponding sign) is proportional to the magnetization. The energy E of an Ising lattice in the absence of an external field is given by a nearest-neighbor interaction:
where J is the universal interaction strength and the last sum is taken over all members of the von Neumann neighborhood of the element s ij . In order to simulate the time development of this system on a thermodynamical basis one can use a Metropolis algorithm. In this case each element s ij changes in the next time step with a probability P (s ij ) given by [Baxter, 1982] P (s ij ) = 1 2
where k is the Boltzmann constant converting temperature into energy. As is seen from Eq. (14) the control parameter of the model is β = J/kT . It is well known that the Ising system undergoes a second-order phase transition at a critical value β C , which depends on the coordination number. Figure 3 shows typical snapshots of the Ising system at different times for three different values of β. Note that here we consider the Ising model in the absence of an external magnetic field. The Sel'kov oscillator is a two-dimensional model of glycolysis oscillations [Sel'kov, 1968 ], which we use as an element of a network with diffusive nearest-neighbor coupling. The whole system then has the following form: 
where N ij again denotes the four nearest neighbors of each oscillator. The quantity ξ ij (t) is spatially correlated noise generated through convolving spatially incoherent Gaussian white noise η ij and a spatial correlation function C ij ,
with η ij being δ-correlated in space and time, η ij (t)η kl (t ) = δ ik δ jl δ(t − t ). The correlation function C ij is given by
where λ denotes the spatial correlation length, r ij the Euklidean distance from the center of the lattice and ε is a normalization factor adjusting the noise values ξ ij to a predetermined variance D d . See [Busch & Kaiser, 2003 ] for further details. Equation (15) has been numerically integrated using a Heun algorithm (cf. [García-Ojalvo & Sancho, 1999] ) with a step size ∆t = 0.005 t.u. (time 
Results

Ising system: First test of the spatiotemporal observables
Before studying the scale-depencence of the CA homogeneity and the CA fluctuation number we apply these tools to the Ising system without introducing an additional spatial scale. Similar tests of H and Ω can be found in [Hütt & Neff, 2001 ]. In Fig. 5 the dependences of the CA homogeneity H [ Fig. 5(a) ] and of the CA fluctuation number Ω [Fig. 5(b) ] on the control parameter β = J/kT are shown. Each simulation was started from random initial conditions. Simulations of the Ising system was performed for a 200 × 200 lattice using periodic boundary conditions. The sigmoidal form of H(β) represents the phase transition in the Ising system. From Fig. 5(b) it is seen that Ω monotonously increases with increasing temperature (i.e. with decreasing β), as it should be [Hütt & Neff, 2001] . As a consequence of the two-element state space of the Ising system only the number of fluctuations is counted by Ω, not their sizes. Consequently, critical fluctuations cannot be seen in Ω(β) itself, but rather in the temporal variance σ Ω [ Fig. 5(d) ], where a pronounced peak is observed at the critical value of β. It is clear that a high variance of fluctuation induces a high variance of spatial homogeneity. The corresponding curve σ H is shown in Fig. 5(c) .
Summarizing, it is seen that the CA homogeneity is capable of translating the visual perception of clustering, when looking at the snapshots in Fig. 3 , into a quantitative measure (see [Hütt & Neff, 2001] for an explicit comparison with the average cluster size). In particular, the phase transition can thus be reconstructed from snapshots at finite time. The CA fluctuation number allows quantifying the random transitions induced by temperature and, when complemented by the temporal variance, gives an indication of critical fluctuations.
Sel'kov system:
Scale-dependence in the presence of noise A well-designed experiment for spatiotemporal dynamics will yield data with a higher spatial (and temporal) resolution than required by the dynamics of the system. Measurement noise will enter on the length scale of experimental resolution, while dynamical noise will be related to the length scale of the dynamics. Here, using model data we will test, how the spatiotemporal filters introduced in 2 can distinguish between these two forms of noise, when applied to the data on different scales. In the case of experimental data analyzing the scale dependence is straightforward: One has to substitute blocks of s×s pixels, each containing the numerical measurement value, by their average value. Such a binning yields a spatial image with a lower resolution for which, e.g. the CA homogeneity H can be calculated. Averaging over time and varying s one obtains H as a function of the scale s.
For model systems yielding sample data (e.g. a network of coupled nonlinear oscillators as introduced in Sec. 3) one can imitate this situation basically in two ways: (1) In the simulation one can use dynamical noise with a high spatial correlation and not too small coupling; in this case clusters of several oscillators act as effective dynamical units, while the individual oscillators take a role similar to the pixels in the spatial images of a real spatiotemporal data set. (2) One can simulate a network of N × N oscillators under the influence of internal noise and then interpolate data points, thus arriving at an image of (seemingly) higher resolution, to which measurement noise is added.
While the first method allows studying, how the scale-dependence changes as a function of coupling and noise correlation length, the second method is closer to what is actually found in the case of experimental data sets. In both cases the "data" are subjected to a binning (i.e. to forming local averages of s × s cells) before applying the spatiotemporal filters. In this way H and Ω can be studied as a function of s, both for the original and for the interpolated system. We will illustrate both possibilities for the case of the network of Sel'kov oscillators.
In Figs. 6 and 7 results for the original system (i.e. without interpolation) are shown, where dynamical noise enters with a large spatial correlation length λ = 10. Figure 6 gives the dependence of Ω on D d (first column) and on D m (second column) for different spatial scales s (rows). It is seen, how with increasing scale s the CA fluctuation number Ω becomes more sensitive to changes in D d (as seen in the slopes of the curves in column 1 or the spread of the curves in column 2), while sensitivity on D m decreases (spread of the curves in column 1 or slopes of the curves in column 2) with increasing s. Moreover, it becomes obvious from the second column how a decreasing spatial scale diminishes the influence of the internal noise on Ω, thus resulting in almost identical curves for various values of D d . Figure 7 shows the corresponding curves for the CA homogeneity H. They follow a similar scheme, however with opposite slopes, as it should be (an increase in noise intensity should increase Ω and, in most cases, should decrease H; for exceptions, see [Hütt et al., 2002] ).
In Fig. 8 one can see the scale-dependence more explicitly. There the functions H(s) and Ω(s) are shown at fixed D d for different values of D m . For s > 4 the CA homogeneity is almost independent of D m , i.e. any local differences induced by measurement noise quickly average out. In the case of Ω these differences persist for much larger s. In particular, it is seen that for small s the slope of have been performed, each starting from random initial conditions and using different sets of random numbers for calculating the noise amplitudes. Here and in the following (except for Fig. 13 ) the sampling rate r for calculating Ω has been chosen to be r = 20 t.u. dominated by measurement noise, followed by an increase at intermediate s, where Ω is dominated by dynamical noise. It is clear that for even larger s the curve Ω(s) will decrease again, even at small or vanishing D m . However, we did not investigate this point as it would have required a much larger lattice. Figure 9 condenses these findings into two observables capable of reconstructing D m and [20, 30] respectively. The idea is to look at averages of Ω over some intervals in s. three curves in Fig. 9(a) ] one sees a strong dependence on D d , which is almost linear in this log-log plot. On the other hand, these three curves do not spread much, showing thatΩ [20, 30] is almost independent of D m . For larger D m the quantityΩ [20, 30] becomes more and more dominated by measured D Ω [1, 2] Ω [20, 30] Fig. 9(b) ]. It is virtually independent of D d , as all curves in Fig. 9(b) coincide. And for all curves one finds an almost linear relation betweenΩ [1, 2] and D m in this log-log plot. Now we turn to the interpolated system. The snapshots in Fig. 10 illustrate the effect of fourand eight-fold interpolation for a 32 × 32 lattice of Sel'kov oscillators using various values of measurement noise D m . By n-fold interpolation we understand substituting each point from the original lattice by n × n points obtained from linear interpolation with the immediate neighbors of the original lattice, i.e. the system size in the bottom row is 256 × 256. Figure 11 shows H and Ω as a function of the scale s. The peaks at s = 4, 8 and 16 are an artifact of the interpolation process. The reference elements in the original lattice are interchanged in steps of four elements. Otherwise a similar behavior as in Fig. 8 is observed: In the case of the CA homogeneity, Fig. 11(a) , apart from the largest D m , the curves coincide for s > 3. In the CA fluctuation number, Fig. 11(b) , the different length scales pertaining to measurement noise (s ≈ 1) and to internal noise (s ≈ 8), respectively, are clearly visible. Consequently, again the two observablesΩ [20, 30] andΩ [1, 2] D m , respectively. It is seen that for not too large D m reconstruction of D d viaΩ [20, 30] and for large enough D m reconstruction of D m viaΩ [1, 2] is also possible for the interpolated system (Fig. 12) . In practical applications, the interval in s used for averaging will depend on system properties and the spatial sampling. One always has to compare the s-dependence of Ω (as shown in Figs. 7-11) as a guideline for determining these intervals. So far we have focused on separating dynamical and measurement noise by looking at the spatial scale. In the case of both forms of noise entering the system at approximately the same length scale in space it may be helpful to look at the scale-dependence in time. This refers to the first of the two differences between the noise contributions lined out in Sec. 3. Figure 13 shows how Ω changes on applying the definition of Ω not to time points t − 1, t, t + 1, but rather to t − s t , t and t + s t . This allows studying the s t -dependence of Ω for different values of D m and D d . Increasing s t corresponds to effectively reducing the sampling rate of the data set. In the case of only internal noise [ Fig. 13(a)] , Ω increases monotonously in the chosen range of the spatial scale s for all temporal scales s t considered. When only measurement noise is applied to the system [ Fig. 13(b) ], the specific properties of the noise are revealed more directly: The choice of λ = 10 results in a broad peak around s = 10. Plotting Ω as a function of s t for different values of the spatial binning s for pure internal noise [ Fig. 13(c) ] and for pure measurement noise [ Fig. 13(d) ] brings out the differences between D d and D m even more clearly. With only dynamical noise, Ω increases exponentially with s t for the whole range of s, while with only measurement noise one finds a subexponential increase in Ω with s t . This difference can be exploited to separately quantify measurement noise and dynamical noise, even if the spatial scales coincide.
Discussion
We introduced a new method for analyzing spatiotemporal data sets. The idea is to use the dependence of neighborhood filters on the spatial scale to distinguish between different forms of noise, namely internal (dynamical) noise directly entering the system's dynamics and measurement noise imposed upon the system by the measuring devices. The method has been tested on sample data generated with a network of coupled Sel'kov oscillators.
While the CA homogeneity provides an alternative quantification of clustering phenomena (see [Hütt & Neff, 2001 ] for a comparison with standard algorithms), the CA fluctuation number allows quantifying the noise content in a spatiotemporal data set. In this latter case only very few alternative techniques exist (e.g. methods to extract the signal-tonoise ratio from a spectral analysis), which do not necessarily yield a monotonous relation with the actual noise intensity.
It should be noted, however, that the results presented here are much less clear when strongly colored noise is used, as the CA fluctuation number requires an unambiguous separation of time scales.
Another possible complication of the scenarios discussed here is multiplicative noise. For the CA fluctuation number this means that the "size" (as expressed by Eq. (7) of a fluctuation entering the sum in Eq. (12) is no longer independent of the amplitude of the system's noise-free dynamics. A convenient way of adapting Ω to this case is to drop the factor corresponding to Eq. (7) in Eq. (12) and only count, how often the filter condition, Eq. (6), has been fulfilled. In [Hütt & Neff, 2001 ] these two forms of the CA fluctuation number have been compared.
In the case of chaotic dynamics the methods described here can also be applied. Usually, however, such dynamics contain many time scales and successful application of these tools requires that the noise contribution has even faster time constants than the fast components of the chaotic signal.
Quite obviously, application of our methods to real experimental data demands high-quality spatiotemporal data sets, where both the spatial resolution and the sampling rate in time are high enough not to overlap and thus introduce conflicts at different length scales. With our model data we imitated this by giving the internal noise some finite correlation length in space and by using a not too small coupling between neighboring cells. In this case (in experiment even stronger than in our model system) measurement noise acts upon each spatial image point ("pixel"), while dynamical noise involves dynamically independent units, usually consisting of many pixels.
Currently we are applying our methods to different experimental data, e.g. to vegetation patterns in extended ecological systems and to chlorophyll fluorescence images of plant leaves (see [Rascher et al., 2001] for examples of the experimental data for the latter case).
The development of such methods for extracting information on spatiotemporal dynamics from experimental data is still at its infancy. The principle aim is to provide tools for observing in nature some of the noise-induced dynamical phenomena, which are currently the focus of research in nonlinear dynamics. With the present paper we have tried to provide some ideas in this direction.
